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I soon discovered that whatever type of
sports equipment checked in these days as
baggage are all charged separately on most
‘no frill’ airlines and much to my chagrin
travelling with golf clubs and luggage can
prove to be a costly business.    

Then out of the blue a friend kindly drew my
attention to a company called CLUBS TO
HIRE, which as it turned out was the answer
to my prayers. Clubs to Hire operate out of
several Spanish and Portuguese airports
including Faro and I soon worked out that
hiring clubs would actually cost less than
had I checked them through as luggage.   

In many ways this concept could be
compared to hiring skis in ski resorts except

Clubs to Hire conveniently arrange collection
at airports rather than resorts. And more
importantantly all equipment is well looked
after and mostly from top of the range
brands. However, the convenience of being
able to collect clubs directly on arrival at an
airport of your choice definitely out weighs
picking them up from a local golf club
particularly if you are unsure as to the type
and quality of clubs available for hire. 

Once logged into Clubs to Hire website, the
rest is quite simple and after supplying
relevant information regarding flight arrivals
and departures and paying by credit card 
(at no extra cost), your golf bag awaits 
you at your chosen destination. It couldn’t 
be simpler. 

This time I flew Monarch Airways and
worked out it would be slightly cheaper to
hire clubs than check them in as extra
luggage. But definitely one its biggest
advantages is in my opinion not having to
drag suitcases and golf bags on trains,
tubes and through airports. 

In all I paid around 70 Euros to hire clubs for
an eight day period but the convenience of
collecting them from a brightly lit shop
directly opposite Arrivals Gate, returning
them to the same place the day of departure
definitely outweighs any disadvantages. 

The friends who came to collect me were
particularly impressed when they spied what
appeared to be a brand new expensive

looking white Taylor Made golf bag
containing a set of sparkling new Taylor
Made clubs with my name duly attached to
the bag – just waiting for me to pick 
them up.

A soon I walked through customs and into
the Clubs to Hire shop, the assistant first
showed me my bag of clubs and then asked
me to check whether the clubs in the bag
suited my game. 

All appeared almost brand new and possibly
had not been used more than a couple of
times, they looked so clean and unscratched
but from the moment I started playing with
them, I instantly fell in love.   

This proved an ideal opportunity to try out a
new brand and Taylor Made was a brand I
had not previously played with before. The
only problem I had was with the putter and
that’s probably because I am more at home
playing with a Gel putter. 

Fortunately Michael was more than happy to
replace it with a brand new Olympus
designed putter which I found far more to
my liking.  

He also reminded that should I not be happy
with any of the clubs, I could easily change
them anytime during my holiday. 

Fortunately this was not the case and when
finally I delivered my clubs back to the shop
on the day of my departure, I could hardly
bear the thought of leaving them behind. 

April Tod

For further information: 
www.clubstohire.com
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TO HIRE
When I accepted an invitation to stay
with friends in the Algarve it was requested rather
than suggested that I bring golf clubs with me. My immediate
reaction was to search the internet for suitable flights to Faro
and to my surprise discovered that there was plenty of ‘NO FRILLS’
airlines flying in and out of Faro airport. Which is wonderful, but if
like me you are checking in clubs together with luggage, the overall
price of your ticket could increase by up to £50. Faro Airport Store

Malaga Airport Store


